Why not your club?
Why not you?
Why not now?

A central part of the mission of Rotary is to empower Rotarians to advance world understanding, goodwill, and peace. Rotarian Peacebuilder clubs commit to engage in dialogues and projects that promote positive peace in their communities and across the globe. Building peace may seem like a daunting task, but the Rotarian Action Group for Peace has identified the Simplify, Unify, and Engage approach, which paves a more do-able, effective and successful path to peace and nonviolence.

"Personality has power to uplift, power to depress, power to curse, and power to bless"
-Paul Harris

"It has been the way of Rotary to focus thought upon matters in which members are in agreement, rather than upon matters in which they are in disagreement"
-Paul Harris

"But, we ask, must the best genius of men be devoted to the science of war and none to the science of averting it?"
-Paul Harris

The RAGFP approach focuses on 3 simple principles that directly respond to root causes of violence. It makes practical suggestions about how to increase the peacebuilding impact of every Rotary project in all 6 areas of focus.

Peacebuilder clubs believe focusing on commonalities, rather than divisiveness, leads to the path of peace. The success of Rotarians around the world is made possible by our collective strength and efforts. We will always be more powerful when we are united.

The Rotarian Action Group for Peace has highlighted various resources that help your Peacebuilder club become engaged in peace efforts in your own communities and around the world.

Do Your Piece of Peace

Simplify
Unify
Engage
World peace?
The answer is a global network of Rotarian peacebuilder clubs.

To learn more and register your Rotary club as a Peacebuilder club visit:

www.rotarianactiongroupforpeace.org

and submit the form located under the Peacebuilder tab